
Ametis Product Descriptions 
 
 
 
The Camden Ivory Painted Range 
 
The beautiful Camden ivory painted range is manufactured in the popular 
‘Newhaven Style’, making this the ideal collection for any shape or size of room. 
Each item is carefully constructed to the highest possible standard and comes 
with sturdy pine frames and quality solid ash tops.  
 
This elegant two tone effect is especially suited to the bedroom, however due to 
its combination of a soft ivory satin paint finish and beautifully polished wood 
grain surfaces, any piece would also not look out of place in living or dining room 
areas. Each item of furniture comes fully assembled and ready to use and 
represents extremely good value for money. Currently, the full range consists of 
16 matching products, each individually designed for a specific place and 
purpose. 
 
 
• Elegant and stylish looks 
• Finest quality pine and ash timber 
• Designed to be versatile in functionality 
• Hard-wearing quality satin paint finish 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
 
 
 
The Hereford Light Oak Range 
 
The magnificent Hereford light oak range is as robust and durable as you might 
expect of solid oak making this range of furniture a sound investment in both the 
long and short term. Sourced from sustainable hardwood forests, each individual 
item has been precision crafted using traditional artisan methods, consisting 
typically of dovetail and tongue and groove joinery.  
 
The full beauty of the pronounced oak grain is unashamedly displayed 
throughout the surfaces of every stylish piece, making this range of furniture ideal 
for any room in the house. All doors and drawers are fitted with sturdy and 
practical pull ‘T’ bar steel handles. There are currently 37 products to choose 
from within the wonderfully versatile Hereford light oak range including, chests of 
drawers, wardrobes, dressers, bookcases and beds. 
 
• Sourced from sustainable hardwood forests 
• Designed with functionality in mind 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 



• Beautifully polished with visible grain 
• Practical and strong steel handles 
 
 
 
The Lansdown Oak Furniture Collection 
 
This quality range of light oak furniture is absolutely solid in construction and 
simple in design making it perfect for just about any room in the house. The full 
Lansdown range is modern, conventional and practical yet as you would expect it 
beams with luxurious oak graining. Manufactured with precision, each dovetail 
joint is cut to perfection ensuring many years, if not generations of regular use, 
without fear of any significant wear and tear.  
 
The quality craftsmanship and detail is evident throughout the full range. Doors 
and drawers are fitted with steel Frankfurt style oval shaped knobs, which come 
with a brushed satin finish and offer both durability and reliability. Every piece in 
the range represents incredible value for money and a sensible investment in 
quality furniture. 
 
• Modern and conventional design 
• Precision craftsmanship throughout 
• Highest quality oak timber 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Exceptional value for money 
 
 
 
The Elegant Normandy Oak Furniture Collection 
 
As you might expect with a name like Normandy Oak, this range is designed in 
an exclusive elegant French style. Each piece is exquisitely designed and crafted 
to the highest possible standard and is a vision to behold. As a standalone item 
of furniture or in matching combinations, the supreme Normandy Oak Range 
offers a certain class and sophistication that would grace any room in the house.  
 
The beautiful oak grain is immediately evident and is a classic feature of this very 
desirable furniture, which is constructed by highly experienced craftsmen. 
Precision dovetail and tongue and groove joints are standard throughout the 
range ensuring durability for many years to come. Doors and drawers are fitted 
with equally elegant antique finish metal knobs, which fully compliment the 
overall appearance and style. 
 
• Sophisticated French styling and design 
• Stunningly visible oak grain 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 



• High quality finish to all surfaces 
• Elegant antique style metal knobs 
 
 
 
The Sherwood Oak Furniture Collection 
 
The aptly named Sherwood Oak furniture collection is of course from the 
Nottingham area, which boasts some of the finest quality oak in the UK. This 
noticeably darker shade of oak is described as rustic in appearance and is 
finished in high quality lacquer, which enhances the beautifully rich wood grain 
detail. All furniture items are precision constructed to exceptionally high 
standards by some of the UK’s most experienced craftsmen, using only 
traditional joinery techniques.  
 
The extensive Sherwood Oak collection includes some of the best selling and 
most popular pieces including beds, chests of drawers, cabinets and dining room 
sets. All doors and drawers come fitted with sleek steel curved pull handles, 
which adds a touch of class to a range of furniture suitable for any room in the 
house. 
 
• Traditional Olde-English oak 
• Striking dark and rustic appearance 
• Precision man-made construction 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Sleek steel curved pull handles 
 
 
 
The Westbury Reclaimed Oak Furniture Range 
 
For the environment conscious, this eco-friendly range of reclaimed oak has 
many advantages and benefits including the fact that it has been well seasoned 
and so is totally stable and very durable. The Westbury range of reclaimed oak is 
both unique in appearance and character with distinctive aged grain being its 
most beautiful feature.  
 
Designed and constructed by highly professional craftsmen, this classic furniture 
will last a lifetime. All joinery is traditional dovetail and tongue and groove and the 
lacquered finish is exceptional. The rich, warm look and feel of this aged oak 
means it is suitable for any room in the house. Contrasting dark metal door and 
drawer handles compliment the range perfectly giving a stunning finish to what is 
already a very high quality range of timeless products. 
 
• Eco-friendly reclaimed oak timber 
• Distinctive and aged oak grain 



• Professional design and construction 
• Contrasting dark metal door and drawer handles 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
 
 
 
The Modern Whitehaven Painted Collection 
 
The Modern Whitehaven Painted Collection is designed to suit every room in the 
house or flat due to its neutral white finish. The large versatile range of traditional 
and classic designs ensure that there’s something to suit everyone’s tastes. The 
furniture is constructed from quality mahogany, which is derived from sustainable 
sources, together with reconstituted and manufactured timbers by highly skilled 
craftsmen.  
 
There is much attention to detail in evidence to both the styling and the finish with 
high impact paintwork designed to withstand everyday knocks and bumps. The 
range includes the usual tables, chests of drawers and units plus some 
interesting storage pieces complete with rattan baskets. Many pieces are equally 
suitable for bedrooms and dining rooms. Doors and drawers feature antique 
brass pillar-box handles. 
 
• Neutral white painted furniture to suit any situation 
• High quality mahogany from sustainable resources 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Unique designs throughout the range 
• Antique brass pillar-box handles 
 
 
 
The Brooklyn Rustic Oak Range  
 
This range of superior oak furniture has been constructed from best quality, 
reclaimed oak and features a stunningly beautiful appearance due to its naturally 
aged grain. Its deep, rich luxurious finish is further enhanced from the hand 
application of several layers of high quality wax. Its robust design together with 
its professionally crafted construction ensures it will continue to be fully functional 
for many decades to come.  
 
Traditional joinery methods have been used throughout and every piece within 
this range would be suitable for any interior situation in any type of property. The 
Brooklyn Oak Range epitomizes all that is desirable in quality oak furniture and 
every piece displays its own individual charm and character. Doors and drawers 
feature contrasting antique metal handles. 
 
• Highest quality reclaimed oak timber 



• Robust design and construction 
• Versatile and practical functionality 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Quality antique metal furnishings 
 
 
 
The Santana Blonde Oak Range 
 
The Santana Blonde Oak range of quality furniture is traditionally a lighter shade 
of aged oak, which has been constructed from reclaimed timber. This timber can 
be several hundred years old and displays a striking oak grain, which is further 
enhanced by the hand waxed finish. Each piece has been lovingly crafted by 
highly experienced and professional joiners, who obviously take pride in their 
work.  
 
The simple yet solid design embraces the traditional look and feel of old oak at its 
very best and would grace any room in the house. Customary dovetail together 
with tongue and groove joinery ensures long lasting service. The Santana Blond 
Oak range is a highly desirable collection of furniture with character and 
distinctive qualities. Doors and drawers are fitted with durable steel curved pull 
handles. 
 
• Light in appearance with striking oak grain 
• Best quality reclaimed oak timber 
• Expertly designed and professionally hand crafted 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Features durable steel curved pull handles. 
 
 
 
The Santana Rustic Oak Range 
 
Constructed from reclaimed oak, the Santana Rustic Oak Range comes in a 
deeper tone, which captures the real beauty of wood at its very best. The mature 
timber displays a depth of clarity in its stunningly beautiful grain, which is further 
enhanced by several coats of lacquer and a high impact wax finish. Traditionally 
constructed by expert master craftsmen, the dovetail and tongue and groove 
joinery is designed to last for many decades if not generations.  
 
Each piece features a conventional and simplistic design, which captures the 
imagination of times gone by. The Santana Rustic Oak Range is amongst the 
very best in quality furniture and represents exceptional value for money. Doors 
and drawers are fitted with decorative metal pull handles, which fully compliment 
the finished products. 
 



• Reclaimed quality oak timber 
• Deep rich tones and stunning wood grain 
• Conventional and simplistic designs 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Exceptional value for money 
 
 
 
 
The Elegance Oak Collection  
 
The Elegance Oak Collection features several hand crafted pieces of solid quality 
oak furniture manufactured directly from North American Oak. The range 
consists primarily of smaller pieces designed for all types of living spaces and 
have been meticulously constructed to exceptionally high standards. Every piece 
has been affectionately created with care and attention to detail.  
 
Traditional joinery methods have been used throughout to ensure a lifetime of 
trouble free service. The delicate grain is light and unusually patterned making 
this range of furniture ideal for blending in with existing surroundings. The 
Elegance Oak Collection is the ideal choice for durable furniture that 
demonstrates character, class and style. Each door and drawer is complimented 
by equally stylish metal handles, which add to the overall delicate effect.  
 
• Solid oak with elegant styling 
• Suitable for a variety of living spaces 
• Durable and robust construction 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery 
• Fitted with best quality stylish metal handles 
 
 
 
The Provence Oak Range 
 
Light in appearance this pleasing solid North American oak range is ideal for any 
interior situation, in which functionality combined with elegant charm are called 
for. The complete range represents exceptional quality and value due to the 
obvious care and craftsmanship used in the man-made construction process. 
The Provence Oak Range is totally durable and certainly built to last yet displays 
a sophisticated appeal designed to add a touch of charisma to just about any 
room in the house.  
 
Traditional and wholly reliable joinery methods have been used throughout and 
the lacquered surfaces have been lovingly finished to a high standard with 
meticulous attention to detail. All sliding drawers are fitted with antique style drop 
ring handles and all doors are fitted with unobtrusive antique knobs. 



 
• Light wood grain compliments other furnishings 
• Highest quality North American oak 
• Sophisticated design and quality craftsmanship 
• Traditional dovetail and tongue & groove joinery  
• Complimentary antique style metal handles and knobs 
 
 
 


